PRIMARY FOUNDATIONS provide a practical solution to the problem of teaching foundation subjects alongside all the other demands of the curriculum. Each book in this series breaks down the current subject requirements into manageable units of work which can be used as a basis for planning a significant scheme of work or as a supplement to any existing scheme. Each book offers: * planning grids for medium term planning * subject knowledge support * lesson plans which feature * teacher objectives * specialist vocabulary * links to the Literacy and Numeracy where applicable * ICT opportunities * Differentation * assessment guidance * photocopiable activity pages. PE 7-9 Years will provide sections on Gymnastics Dance Athletics Outdoor and adventurous activities and Swimming.

- **Physics Exercises : Questions and Answers**
- **Physiology of the Cladocera**
- **Phylum Monsters**
- **Physical Education - Primary Source Edition**
- **Physiotherapie Und Prothetik Nach Amputation Der Unteren Extremitat**
- **Physics in the Real World**